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Summary 

 
The current exodus of Venezuelans has generated the largest migration crisis of its kind in 
recent Latin American history. More than 2.3 million Venezuelans have left their country 
since 2014, according to the United Nations, and many others have left whose cases have 
not been registered by authorities.  
 
Venezuelans are fleeing their country for multiple reasons. Severe shortages of medicine, 
medical supplies, and food make it extremely difficult for many families to have access to 
the most basic health care and to feed their children. A ruthless government crackdown 
has led to thousands of arbitrary arrests, hundreds of prosecutions of civilians by military 
courts, and torture and other abuses against detainees. Arbitrary arrests and abuses by 
security forces, including by intelligence services, continue. Extremely high rates of violent 
crime and hyperinflation are also key factors in many people’s decision to leave the 
country.  
 
This report provides an overview of where the more than 2 million Venezuelans who have 
left the country since 2014, at least half of them in the past year and a half alone, are now 
living, the conditions they face, their prospects of obtaining legal status in the host 
countries, and applicable international standards that should guide host governments’ 
responses. 
 
Given the scale and complexity of Venezuelan migration within the region, governments 
should come together to adopt a collective and concerted response to it. In particular, 
governments should consider adopting: 

• A region-wide temporary protection regime that would grant all Venezuelans legal 
status for a fixed period of time, at least pending adjudication of their individual 
claims for protection;  

• A regional mechanism to distribute both financial costs, and the actual hosting of 
Venezuelans fleeing their country, on an equitable basis; and 

• Strong multilateral strategies to address the root causes that lead so many 
Venezuelans to flee their country, including adopting and enforcing targeted 
sanctions such as asset freezes and cancelling visas against key Venezuelan 
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officials implicated in serious human rights abuses, and pushing for accountability 
for human rights violations. 

 
*** 

 
The massive flow of people leaving Venezuela is one of the major challenges that 
governments in the Americas face today. Over the past two years, many of these 
governments have made exceptional efforts to welcome Venezuelans fleeing persecution, 
violence, and severe material deprivation. More recently, however, some countries have 
been shifting to a harder line, making it more difficult for Venezuelans to apply for legal 
status. Some of these moves could put the rights of Venezuelan asylum seekers in 
jeopardy. Recent incidents of xenophobic violence, and a climate that threatens to give 
rise to more of those attacks, are also a growing concern.  
 
The political, economic, human rights, and humanitarian crisis in Venezuela creates a mix 
of factors that cause Venezuelans to leave the country and makes them unable or 
unwilling to return. Some of these factors alone may qualify a person for refugee status, 
while for some others the cumulative impact of various factors could give rise to a valid 
claim for refugee status. In other cases, individuals fleeing Venezuela may not be able to 
claim refugee status but would face severe hardship if returned to Venezuela and are in 
urgent need of humanitarian assistance in the countries to which they have migrated.  
 
Under the terms of the 1951 Refugee Convention, refugee status is contingent on a well-
founded fear of persecution based on racial, religious, political or certain other grounds. In 
Latin America, however, non-binding regional norms as well as the domestic laws of some 
states embrace a broader eligibility for asylum. In particular, 15 regional states have 
incorporated the 1984 Cartagena Declaration, which provides guidance to Latin American 
states in developing their refugee protection frameworks, into domestic law. In addition to 
their obligations under the Refugee Convention, these governments also cannot forcibly 
return people to their country of origin if they meet the Declaration’s criteria for refugee 
status.  
 
Of particular relevance to the situation in Venezuela, the Cartagena Declaration includes 
as refugees people fleeing “massive violation of human rights or other circumstances 
which have seriously disturbed public order.” The United Nations High Commissioner for 
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Refugees (UNHCR), when interpreting the meaning of the clause “other circumstances 
which have seriously disturbed public order” noted that this phrase “is the least frequently 
applied by national adjudication bodies when determining refugee claims under the 
Cartagena refugee definition.” States need to carefully consider, in some cases without 
much in the way of domestic precedent to draw on, the extent to which their laws give rise 
to valid claims of protection by Venezuelans who have fled the country for humanitarian 
reasons rooted in the ongoing crisis. In a preliminary ruling, a Brazilian Supreme Court 
judge recently ruled that incorporating the expanded definition of the Cartagena 
Declaration into domestic law generates a “duty of humanitarian protection” with regard to 
Venezuelans seeking refuge in Brazil.  
 
For its part, the UNHCR has argued that “the broad circumstances leading to the outflow of 
Venezuelan nationals fall within the spirit of the Cartagena Declaration.”  In addition, 
UNHCR has stated that while not all Venezuelans left for refugee-related reasons, “it is 
becoming increasingly clear that a significant number [of Venezuelans] are indeed in need 
of international protection,” and are now unable or unwilling to return.  
 
Some South American governments, despite daunting challenges, have made 
considerable efforts to welcome Venezuelans, including adopting special rules to provide 
them legal permits to stay, in addition to the possibility of seeking asylum. These permits 
have provided legal status to hundreds of thousands of Venezuelans, helping them 
establish themselves abroad, work, and gain access to basic services. Yet sometimes 
Venezuelans have reported difficulties in getting these permits, because of prohibitive 
costs or requirements to present documents that they could not bring from Venezuela and 
are unable to obtain from abroad.  
 
However, some of these governments have recently adopted measures that make it, in 
practice, extremely difficult to obtain these permits. For example, Chile, Peru and Ecuador 
announced they would require Venezuelans to present passports to apply. This is 
ostensibly a measure to ensure that governments are able to verify the identity of 
Venezuelans seeking legal status. Although Peru and Ecuador partially backtracked after 
the announcements generated a strong reaction, it is important to note that such 
measures ultimately represent a hurdle that would prove insurmountable for many. For the 
average Venezuelan, obtaining a passport in Venezuela is very difficult and may 
sometimes take up to two years.  
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Moreover, hundreds of thousands of Venezuelans remain in an irregular situation, which 
severely undermines their ability to obtain a work permit, send their children to school, 
and access health care. This makes them more vulnerable to labor and sexual exploitation, 
and human trafficking, as well as less likely to report abuses to competent authorities. 
 
In the Caribbean, where several governments have close economic and political ties to the 
Venezuelan government, no country has officially adopted a special permit for 
Venezuelans to legally stay and most of the countries do not have laws to regulate the 
asylum-seeking process in general. In some cases, Venezuelans with UNHCR-issued 
asylum certificates have been detained or deported to Venezuela. Some Venezuelans 
seeking refuge in Caribbean countries and Brazil have also been victims of xenophobic 
harassment. 
 
In July and August 2018, Human Rights Watch conducted research missions to the 
Colombian-Venezuelan and Brazilian-Venezuelan borders, where we interviewed United 
Nations and government officials and dozens of Venezuelans who had crossed the border. 
The report is also based on additional interviews conducted by Human Rights Watch via 
telephone, email, Skype, and text messaging services with Venezuelans who have recently 
fled their country, as well as lawyers, experts, and activists who monitor the situation of 
Venezuelan immigration in South American countries and the Caribbean. Unless noted 
otherwise, the information in the report is based on Human Rights Watch interviews with 
experts with knowledge of conditions in the respective countries; all of the experts asked 
to remain anonymous. It is also based on a thorough review of official information 
published by government authorities and the UNHCR. 
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The Scope of Venezuelan Emigration 

 
According to the United Nations, more than 2.3 million Venezuelans left Venezuela 
between 2014 and 2017.1 However, given the number of Venezuelans who leave their 
country through irregular border crossings, and those who have not yet been able to obtain 
legal status, it is likely that many more have left in recent years. The total Venezuelan 
population is estimated to be around 32 million. 
 
According to UNHCR, over 298,000 are asylum seekers and more than 567,000 obtained 
other forms of legal stay in various countries, which means that the rest—over one million 
Venezuelans—remain in an irregular situation.2 
 

Where are Most Venezuelans Who Left Living Now? 
The countries that have received the largest numbers of Venezuelans since 2014 are: 

• Colombia: An estimated 1 million people moved from Venezuela to Colombia and 
stayed in the country between March 2017 and June 2018, according to a 
Colombian government report. Colombian authorities reported then that the 
number included 442,000 Venezuelans in the country without legal permission, 
376,000 with legal status, and 250,000 Colombians who had been in Venezuela 
but returned to Colombia.3 (The Colombian government has since given legal 
permits to stay to the 442,000 Venezuelans who had registered with the 
government). The actual number of Venezuelans in Colombia is likely to be much 

                                                           
1 UNHCR, “Venezuela Update,” August 14, 2018, 
https://www.unmultimedia.org/avlibrary/asset/2217/2217274/ (accessed August 14, 2018); UNHCR, 
“Venezuela Situation: Responding to the needs of people displaced from Venezuela, Supplementary Appeal 
January-December 2018,” March 2018, 
http://reporting.unhcr.org/sites/default/files/unhcr%20venezuela%20situation%202018%20supplementary
%20appeal.pdf (accessed August 13, 2018); Human Rights Watch interview with Juan Carlos Murillo, Deputy 
Director of Bureau for the Americas, UNHCR, Geneva, June 4, 2018. 
2 UNHCR, “Venezuela situation portal,” n.d., https://data2.unhcr.org/en/situations/vensit (accessed August 
14, 2018).  
3 Colombian Government, “Migration Report of Venezuelans in Colombia,” June 12, 2018; Information provided 
by Felipe Muñoz, head of the Colombian government’s efforts at the border at the time, to Human Rights 
Watch, June 12, 2018. 
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higher, given that many cross through the more than 270 unofficial crossings along 
the border.  

• Peru: An estimated 395,000 Venezuelans are living in Peru.4 More than 126,000 
Venezuelans are seeking asylum in Peru, the largest number of registered 
Venezuelan asylum seekers in any country. In addition, 46,200 Venezuelans have 
benefited from a special temporary permit.5  

• Ecuador: An estimated 250,000 Venezuelans have arrived in Ecuador.6 At least 
83,400 obtained a residency permit or visa, and more than 7,100 sought asylum.7 

• Chile: More than 84,400 Venezuelans had received legal permits to live in Chile as 
of December 2017.8 

• Argentina: Nearly 78,000 had received legal permits to live in Argentina as of May 
2018, and over 400 sought asylum as of June.9 

• United States: There are more than 72,700 Venezuelan asylum seekers in the 
United States as of June 2018.10 Note that this number represents cases, not 
individuals, so the number of people represented by this figure is undoubtedly 
larger.  

• Panama: More than 7,100 Venezuelans have sought asylum and 51,400 sought 
alternative legal stays in Panama as of March 2018.11 

• Brazil: More than 32,700 Venezuelans had sought asylum and an additional 
25,300 had obtained another legal permit to stay in Brazil as of April 2018.12 

                                                           
4 “Interview: Deputy Foreign Minister affirms Peru is ordering Venezuelans’ arrival” (Entrevista: vicecanciller 
afirma que Perú está ordenando ingreso de venezolanos), CNN, August 20, 2018, 
http://plataforma.ipnoticias.com/Landing?i=8rjVc38Q1fmQN9n3eazhjw%3d%3d&cac=nNwT2IUZoTkg73wbUJv
FnA%3d%3d&c=UuoaFD7cHTQNcbQ66wequ2l%2bPppWS2EPLbQn8iBFRCM%3d&utm_source=alerta&utm_me
dium=correo&utm_content=video&utm_campaign=videomail (accessed August 21, 2018). 
5 UNHCR, “Venezuela situation portal;” UNHCR, “Venezuela Situation: Responding to the needs of people 
displaced from Venezuela, Supplementary Appeal January-December 2018,” March 2018, 
http://reporting.unhcr.org/sites/default/files/unhcr%20venezuela%20situation%202018%20supplementary
%20appeal.pdf (accessed August 13, 2018). 
6 “Ecuador explains requirement of passports for Venezuelans” (Ecuador explica exigencia de pasaportes a 
venezolanos), El Telégrafo, August 17, 2018, https://www.eltelegrafo.com.ec/noticias/politica/3/ecuador-
pasaporte-ingreso (accessed August 21, 2018). 
7 UNHCR, “Venezuela situation portal;” UNHCR, “Venezuela Situation: Responding to the needs of people 
displaced from Venezuela, Supplementary Appeal January-December 2018.” 
8 UNHCR, “Venezuela situation portal.” 
9 Ibid. 
10 Ibid. 
11 Ibid. 
12 Ibid. 
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• Mexico: Nearly 25,000 Venezuelans had legal permits to stay as of April 2018, and 
an additional nearly 6,900 were asylum seekers as of July.13 

• Southern Caribbean countries: Approximately 98,500 Venezuelans are living in 
the southern Caribbean—the largest numbers in Trinidad and Tobago (40,000), 
Aruba (20,000), and Guyana (15,000).14  

• Dominican Republic: There are approximately 25,800 Venezuelans living in the 
country, according to an official government survey.15 

 
The number of Venezuelan applicants for international protection in the EEuropean Union 
increased from 325 in 2014 to 11,980 in 2017.16 In April 2018, Venezuela appeared for the 
first time in the list of top five countries of origin of asylum applicants in the EU. During 
that month, 2,324 Venezuelans filed applications for international protection in the 
European Union, a 62 percent increase from March. In June, Venezuelan applicants lodged 
fewer applications than in May (when 3,070 were lodged), but applications were still at a 
much higher level than at the beginning of the year. 17 Venezuelans had a very small share 
of repeat applications, which suggests that they tended to be newly arrived in the 
European Union. 
 
In 2016 and 2017 alone, more than 40,000 Venezuelans arrived in SSpain, where the largest 
number of Venezuelans have arrived in Europe.18 In those years, more Venezuelans filed 
asylum requests than nationals of any other country. According to official statistics, 10,350 

                                                           
13 Ibid. 
14 UNHCR, “Venezuela Situation: Responding to the needs of people displaced from Venezuela, Supplementary 
Appeal January-December 2018.” 
15 Dominican Republic Ministry of Economy, Planning, and Development, National Statistics Office, European 
Union, and UN Population Fund, “ENI 2017: Second National Survey of Immigrants,” June 2018 (copy on file at 
Human Rights Watch). 
16 European Asylum Support Office, “Venezuelans seeking asylum in EU up by almost 800% in two years,” April 
4, 2018, https://www.easo.europa.eu/news-events/venezuelans-seeking-asylum-eu-almost-800-two-years 
(accessed August 13, 2018). 
17 European Asylum Support Office, “Latest Asylum Trends,” May 2018, https://www.easo.europa.eu/latest-
asylum-trends (accessed August 13, 2018). 
18 According to official statistics, there are a total of 94,474 Venezuelans living in Spain today, and there were 
54,401 on January 1, 2016. Spanish Institute of Statistics, “Foreign population by nationality and age” 
(Población extranjera por nacionalidad y sexo), n.d., 
http://www.ine.es/jaxi/Tabla.htm?path=/t20/e245/p04/provi/l0/&file=0ccaa002.px (accessed August 28, 
2018); Spanish Institute of Statistics, “Preview of Statistics as of January 1, 2017” (Avance de Estadística del 
Padrón Continuo a 1 de enero de 2017), April 26, 2017, http://www.ine.es/prensa/pad_2017_p.pdf (accessed 
August 28, 2018). 
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Venezuelans requested asylum in 2017—up from 3,960 in 2016 and 596 in 2015.19 More 
than 26,000 Venezuelans have sought asylum in Spain since 2014.20    

                                                           
19 Spanish Commission to Help Refugees, “15 Revealing Facts about Refugees” (15 reveladores datos sobre las 
personas refugiadas), June 18, 2018, https://www.cear.es/15-datos-sobre-las-personas-refugiadas/ (accessed 
August 13, 2018); Spanish Commission to Help Refugees, Annual Report 2017, n.d., 
https://www.cear.es/informe-cear-2017/ (accessed August 13, 2018), p. 74-75. 
20 UNHCR, “Venezuela situation portal.” 
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Applicable International Refugee Law 

 
Some Venezuelans may qualify as refugees under the definition of the 1951 Refugee 
Convention. Some others may be considered refugees under the broader refugee definition 
included in the Cartagena Declaration, which has been incorporated into the legal 
framework of 15 countries in the region.  
 
Under the 1951 Refugee Convention and its 1967 Protocol, a refugee is defined as anyone 
who, “owing to well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, religion, 
nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion, is outside the 
country of his nationality and is unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail himself 
of the protection of that country; or who, not having a nationality and being outside the 
country of his former habitual residence as a result of such events, is unable or, owing to 
such fear, is unwilling to return to it.”21 
 
The right not to be forcibly returned under these circumstances is called the principle of 
nonrefoulement. The American Convention on Human Rights, the UN Convention against 
Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment (CAT), the International 
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), the Convention on the Rights of the Child 
(CRC), and the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR), as well as customary 
international law, include nonrefoulement protections.22 
 

                                                           
21 Refugee Convention, http://www.unhcr.org/1951-refugee-convention.html (accessed August 13, 2018), art. 1. 
22 American Convention on Human Rights, 
https://www.cidh.oas.org/basicos/english/basic3.american%20convention.htm (accessed August 13, 2018), 
art. 22 (8); Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, 
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/ProfessionalInterest/Pages/CAT.aspx (accessed August 13, 2018), art. 3; Office of 
the High Commissioner for Human Rights, CCPR General Comment No. 20: Article 7 (Prohibition of Torture, or 
other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment), March 10, 1992, 
http://www.refworld.org/docid/453883fb0.html (accessed August 13, 2018), para. 9; Committee on the Rights 
of the Child, General Comment No. 6 (2005),  
http://www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/crc/docs/GC6.pdf (accessed August 13, 2018), paras. 26-28; Council 
of Europe, Resolution (67) 14, June 1967, http://www.refworld.org/docid/3ae6b38168.html (accessed August 
13, 2018), para. 2; UNHCR, “The Principle of Non-Refoulement as a Norm of Customary International Law. 
Response to the Questions Posed to UNHCR by the Federal Constitutional Court of the Federal Republic of 
Germany in Cases 2 BvR 1938/93, 2 BvR 1953/93, 2 BvR 1954/93, January 31, 1994, 
http://www.refworld.org/docid/437b6db64.html (accessed August 13, 2018). 
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The Cartagena Declaration of 1984, while not a binding legal instrument, has provided 
influential normative guidance in developing the international refugee protection 
framework in Latin America. The Cartagena Declaration embraces a broader definition of 
refugee that includes “persons who have fled their country because their lives, safety or 
freedom have been threatened by generalized violence, foreign aggression, internal 
conflicts, massive violation of human rights or other circumstances which have seriously 
disturbed public order” (emphasis added).23  
 
This provision of the declaration is of obvious potential relevance to the situation in 
Venezuela, but there is a dearth of legal precedent to guide states in interpreting and 
applying it. The UNHCR, when interpreting the meaning of the clause “other circumstances 
which have seriously disturbed public order” noted that this phrase “is the least frequently 
applied by national adjudication bodies when determining refugee claims under the 
Cartagena refugee definition.” UNHCR has however maintained that in applying an 
analogous clause included in the OAU Refugee Convention in Africa, a “lack of food, 
medical services and supplies” should be taken as “factual indicators” of the existence of 
“events seriously disturbing public order.”24   
 
Although the Cartagena Declaration is non-binding, its refugee definition has been 
incorporated into the national laws or practices of 15 countries in the region: Argentina, 
Belize, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, 
Mexico, Nicaragua, Paraguay, Peru, and Uruguay.25  
 
In an August 2018 preliminary ruling, a Brazilian Supreme Court judge ruled that Brazil has 
bound itself to respect the Cartagena Declaration’s expanded refugee definition by 
incorporating it into domestic law, which now recognizes as refugees “those who are 
forced to leave due to grave and generalized human rights violations.” The ruling, which 
explicitly discussed Venezuelans seeking protection in Brazil, concluded that “the 

                                                           
23 Cartagena Declaration on Refugees, http://www.acnur.org/cartagena30/en/cartagena-declaration-on-
refugees/, art. 3. 
24 UNHCR, “Guidelines on International Protection No. 12,” December 6, 2016, http://www.unhcr.org/en-
us/publications/legal/58359afe7/unhcr-guidelines-international-protection-12-claims-refugee-status-
related.html (accessed August 17, 2018), para. 56. 
25 UNHCR, “Guidance Note on the Outflow of Venezuelans,” March 2018, 
http://www.refworld.org/pdfid/5a9ff3cc4.pdf (accessed August 13, 2018). 
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expansion of the concept of refugee generates, for the State, a duty of humanitarian 
protection.”26  
 
UNHCR has stated that “it is becoming increasingly clear that a significant number are 
indeed in need of international protection.”27 UNHCR considers that “the broad 
circumstances leading to the outflow of Venezuelan nationals would fall within the spirit of 
the Cartagena Declaration, with a resulting rebuttable presumption of international 
protection needs.”28 
 
In a resolution published in March 2018, the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights 
(IACHR), an authoritative body that interprets regional human rights standards, urged 
Organization of America States (OAS) members to adopt a series of measures in response 
to massive Venezuelan immigration to the Americas.29 These include: 

• Guaranteeing refugee status to Venezuelans with a well-founded fear of 
persecution in case of return to Venezuela, or who consider that their life, integrity, 
or personal freedom would be threatened due to the violence, massive violations 
of human rights, and serious disturbances of public order, under the terms of the 
Cartagena Declaration; 

• Respecting the principle of nonrefoulement of Venezuelans in danger of 
persecution or other serious violations of human rights, which the Commission 
interprets to include serious risk to their health or life due to medical conditions, in 
accordance with a broad interpretation of the definition of refugee in the Cartagena 
Declaration; 

• Expanding regular, safe, accessible, and affordable channels for migration through 
the progressive expansion of visa liberalization and easily accessible visa 
facilitation regimes or other measures to legally stay in the country, taking into 
account the need for these mechanisms to be economically accessible and ensure 
access to Venezuelans who may not have all required documentation for reasons 
beyond their control; 

                                                           
26 Brazilian Supreme Court, Ruling Originated in Roraima 3.121 (Tutela Provisoria na Acao Civel Originaria 3.121 
Roraima), August 6, 2018, https://www.conjur.com.br/dl/rosa-weber-nega-fechamento-fronteira.pdf 
(accessed August 15, 2018). 
27 UNHCR, “Venezuela Situation: Responding to the needs of people displaced from Venezuela, Supplementary 
Appeal January-December 2018.” 
28 UNHCR, “Guidance Note on the Outflow of Venezuelans.” 
29 Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, “Resolution 2/18: Forced Migration of Venezuelans.” 
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• Providing humanitarian assistance to Venezuelans within national jurisdictions; 
• Guaranteeing access to the right to nationality for stateless people, as well as for 

children of Venezuelans born abroad who are at risk of being stateless; and 
• Carrying out positive measures such as educational and awareness campaigns to 

fight discrimination and xenophobia. 
 

Similarly, the UNHCR issued a Guidance Note on the outflow of Venezuelans that 
encourages countries to consider, in addition to granting asylum to Venezuelans, the 
creation of “protection-oriented arrangements to enable legal stay for Venezuelans.” 
These arrangements should be provided by law; accessible to all Venezuelans irrespective 
of when they arrived in the country, with minimal or no cost; and guarantee access to basic 
services and fundamental rights, including access to health care, education, and shelter, 
freedom of movement, and family unity.30 
 
The political, economic, human rights, and humanitarian crisis in Venezuela creates a mix 
of factors that cause Venezuelans to leave and that make them unable or unwilling to 
return. Some of these alone may qualify a person for refugee status, while for others the 
cumulative impact of various factors could give rise to a valid claim for refugee status. 
Whether one qualifies under the 1951 Refugee Convention definition or under the 
Cartagena standard in jurisdictions where that definition is applied, refugee status would 
be the same with all the rights that attach to it, including the right not to be forcibly 
returned to the country of origin.  
 
Since relatively few Venezuelans outside their country have had their status as refugees 
under the 1951 Refugee Convention or the Cartagena Declaration definition recognized, 
many are living without any legal status or with various temporary or special statuses that 
are not explicitly linked to a need for international protection. It should also be noted that 
refugee status does not depend on legal presence in the receiving country or even on 
formal recognition. A person is a refugee when they fulfill the refugee definition. 
Recognition of one’s refugee status does not make a person a refugee, but is simply the 
formal recognition of a status they are entitled to.    

                                                           
30 UNHCR, “Guidance Note on the Outflow of Venezuelans.” 
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Major Difficulties that Venezuelans Abroad are Facing 

 
A first difficulty for many is finding the means to leave Venezuela, which they sometimes 
do with limited resources and through clandestine, dangerous border crossings.31 Once 
Venezuelans are outside their country, an important difficulty for many is obtaining legal 
permits to stay in the countries where they are living.  
 
Hundreds of thousands of Venezuelans who have left the country remain in an irregular 
situation in the countries where they are now living. Their precarious status severely 
undermines their ability to obtain a work permit, send their children to school, or get 
health care. Even some with legal permits to stay cannot fully exercise their fundamental 
rights. Their irregular situation makes them more vulnerable to labor and sexual 
exploitation, and human trafficking, and less likely to report abuses to competent 
authorities, according to the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights and several 
interviews conducted by Human Rights Watch.32  
 
There have also been credible reports of xenophobic and discriminatory practices against 
Venezuelans by multiple sources in several countries, including abuses by authorities and 
individuals, extortion, and rhetoric that stigmatizes Venezuelans, blaming them for 
increased rates of violence in the countries where they have arrived and accusing them of 
taking jobs away from nationals.33 
 
For example, in addition to xenophobic practices described in the next chapter suffered by 
Venezuelans in some Caribbean islands, there have been some isolated xenophobic 
incidents in Brazil.  
                                                           
31 See for example, “As Colombia tightens its border, more Venezuelan migrants brave clandestine routes,” 
IRIN News, March 13, 2018, http://www.irinnews.org/feature/2018/03/13/colombia-tightens-its-border-more-
venezuelan-migrants-brave-clandestine-routes?utm_source=IRIN+-
+the+inside+story+on+emergencies&utm_campaign=7f11d1ca6c-
RSS_EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_ENGLISH_MIGRATION&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_d842d98289-7f11d1ca6c-
75470325 (accessed August 13, 2018). 
32 Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, “Resolution 2/18: Forced Migration of Venezuelans,” March 2, 
2018, http://www.oas.org/en/iachr/decisions/pdf/Resolution-2-18-en.pdf (accessed August 13, 2018); Human 
Rights Watch received testimony from several Venezuelans living in different countries and information from 
other experts monitoring the situation with similar findings. 
33 Ibid. 
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In March 2018, residents in Roraima state —which shares the border with Venezuela— 
organized several demonstrations against Venezuelan immigrants. During a protest in 
Macajaí, in Southern Roraima, organized after a Venezuelan was accused of killing a 
Brazilian citizen, Brazilian demonstrators expelled Venezuelans —including women and 
children— from an abandoned building that they had taken over to live in. The 
demonstrators destroyed and set on fire some of the Venezuelans’ belongings, according 
to press reports.34 Brazilian authorities have opened investigations into this incident, as 
well as into messages that incited racism and xenophobia published in social media.35 
 
In August 2018, residents of Pacaraima, the Brazilian town that borders with Venezuela, 
attacked Venezuelans living on the street, beat them, set their personal belongings on fire, 
and threatened them. This took place following a protest against Venezuelan immigration 
that occurred after a Brazilian man had been robbed, allegedly by Venezuelans. Several 
Venezuelans told Human Rights Watch that they and others ran away during the attack; 
some sought shelter in a church and others at a federal government building or a federal 
police checkpoint. More than 1,200 Venezuelans returned to Venezuela after the incident, 
including some that may have been asylum seekers, according to a local prosecutor. The 
police did not intervene to stop the violence or arrest those who were attacking the 
Venezuelans.36  

                                                           
34 “Residents set objects on fire and expel Venezuelans from abandoned location during a demonstration in 
Roraima” (Moradores ateiam fogo em objetos e expulsam venezuelanos de prédio abandonado durante 
protesto em RR), Globo.com, March 19, 2018, https://g1.globo.com/rr/roraima/noticia/moradores-ateiam-
fogo-em-objetos-e-expulsam-venezuelanos-de-predio-em-cidade-no-interior-de-rr.ghtml (accessed August 13, 
2018). 
35 “Prosecutors ask Roraima police to investigate racist and xenophobic statements against Venezuelans in 
social media” (MP pede que policia de RR apure comentários racistas e xenofóbicos contra venezuelanos em 
redes sociais), Globo.com, March 23, 2018, https://g1.globo.com/rr/roraima/noticia/mp-pede-que-policia-de-
rr-apure-comentarios-racistas-e-xenofobicos-contra-venezuelanos-em-redes-
sociais.ghtml?utm_source=whatsapp&utm_medium=share-bar-smart&utm_campaign=share-bar (accessed 
August 13, 2018).
36 Human Rights Watch interviews with six Venezuelans who witnessed and were victims of the attack, Boa 
Vista, August 26, 2018; Human Rights Watch interview with armed forces personnel deployed in Pacaraima at 
the time, Pacaraima, August 25, 2018; Human Rights Watch interview with Lincoln Zaniolo, local prosecutor, 
Pacaraima, August 25, 2018. See also “Venezuelans and Brazilians clash in the streets of a city in Roraima” 
(Venezuelanos e brasileiros se confrontam nas ruas de cidade de Roraima), Folha, August 18, 2018, 
https://www1.folha.uol.com.br/mundo/2018/08/refugiados-venezuelanos-sao-agredidos-e-expulsos-de-tendas-em-
roraima.shtml (accessed August 20, 2018); “In Pacaraima, residents demonstrate against inmigrants” (Em Pacaraima, 
moradores fazem manifestacao contra imigrantes), Folha, August 18, 2018, http://www.folhabv.com.br/noticia/Em-
Pacaraima-moradores-fazem-manifestacao-contra-imigrantes/43021 (accessed August 20, 2018); “I prefer to die of hunger in 
Venezuela than to be attacked here, says an immigrant attacked by Brazilians in the Roraima border” (Prefiro morrer de fome 
na Venezuela do que agredido aqui, diz imigrante atacado por brasileiros na fronteira em RR), Globo, August 18, 2018, 
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Legal Avenues to Stay and Obstacles to Pursuing Them 
 

Central and South America 
In addition to the possibility of applying for asylum, several governments in South America 
have adopted various measures to provide Venezuelans with legal permits to stay in their 
countries. For example, CColombia, Peru, Brazil, and Chile have created a special permit 
for Venezuelan immigrants.37 AArgentina and Uruguay allow Venezuelans to apply for a 
special visa for nationals of the regional trade bloc Mercosur, even though Venezuela was 
expelled from the bloc in December 2016.38 Venezuelans in EEcuador can apply for a 
UNASUR visa to stay.39   

                                                           
https://g1.globo.com/rr/roraima/noticia/2018/08/18/prefiro-morrer-de-fome-na-venezuela-do-que-agredido-aqui-diz-
imigrante-atacado-por-brasileiros-na-fronteira-em-rr.ghtml (accessed August 20, 2018); Public Defender’s Office, “Violence 
against Venezuelan immigrants in Pacaraima, Roraima” (Violencia contra imigrantes venezuelanos em Pacariama RR), 
August 19, 2018, http://dpu.def.br/noticias-institucional/233-slideshow/45198-nota-violencia-contra-imigrantes-
venezuelanos-em-pacaraima-rr (accessed August 20, 2018); “More than 1,000 Venezuelans leave Brazil after violent 
incidents, while Ecuador and Peru limits their entrance” (Más de mil venezolanos abandonan Brasil tras incidents violentos 
mientras Ecuador y Perú les limita la entrada), El Mundo, August 20, 2018, 
http://www.elmundo.es/internacional/2018/08/19/5b799fa1e2704ed2088b45ed.html (accessed August 20, 2018). 
37 Colombian Foreign Affairs Ministry, “Special Residency Permit” (Permiso Especial de Permanencia), n.d., 
http://www.migracioncolombia.gov.co/viajeros-venezuela/ (accessed August 13, 2018);  National Immigration 
Superintendence of Peru, “Temporary Residency Permit” (Permiso Temporal de Permanencia), n.d., 
https://www.migraciones.gob.pe/index.php/ptp-venezolanos-3/ (accessed August 13, 2018); Chilean Foreign 
Affairs Ministry, “Information on Visa of Democratic Responsibility” (Información sobre visa de 
responsabilidad democrática), n.d., https://chile.gob.cl/chile/blog/venezuela/informacion-sobre-visa-de-
responsabilidad-democratica (accessed August 13, 2018); Diario Oficial da União No. 43, Resolucão Normativa 
No. 126, March 3, 2017, 
http://www.acnur.org/fileadmin/Documentos/BDL/2017/11016.pdf?file=fileadmin/Documentos/BDL/2017/11
016 (accessed August 13, 2018). 
38 Argentine Foreign Affairs Ministry, “Mercosur Citizens Visa” (Visa Ciudadanos MERCOSUR), 
http://evene.cancilleria.gov.ar/es/content/visa-ciudadanos-mercosur-0, n.d., (accessed August 13, 2018); 
Uruguayan Foreign Affairs Ministry, “Law 19.254 – Permanent Residency for Nationals of State Parties and 
Associated States of Mercosur and foreign family members of Uruguayan nationals” (Ley 19.254 Tramitación de 
residencia permanente para nacionales de los Estados Partes y Asociados del MERCOSUR y familiares de 
uruguayos de origen extranjero), 
http://www.mrree.gub.uy/frontend/page?1,dgacv,DGACVAmpliacionVinculacion,O,es,0,PAG;CONC;2013;31;D;
ley-19-254-tramitacion-de-residencia-permanente-para-nacionales-de-los-estados-parte-y-asociados-del-
mercosur-y-familiares-de-uruguayos-de-origen-extranjero;1;PAG (accessed August 13, 2018); “Venezuela 
suspended from Mercosur,” Al Jazeera, December 3, 2016, 
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2016/12/venezuela-suspended-mercosur-violations-161203035501462.html 
(accessed August 13, 2018). 
39 Ecuadorean Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Human Mobility, “Issuing Temporary Unasur Visa” (Emisión de 
Visa Temporal Unasur), n.d., https://www.cancilleria.gob.ec/emision-de-visa-temporal-unasur/ (accessed 
August 13, 2018). 
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These permits have provided legal status to hundreds of thousands of Venezuelans, 
allowing them to re-start their lives without immediate fear of expulsion. Yet even in 
countries that have the permits, Venezuelans have reported difficulties in obtaining them, 
including prohibitive costs and having to present documents that they could not bring from 
Venezuela and are unable to obtain abroad.40  
 
More recently, countries that had until now implemented policies to welcome Venezuelans 
have adopted some worrying measures that could, in practice, sharply limit the ability of 
Venezuelans to apply for such permits.  
 
Chile requires Venezuelans to apply for the visa in Venezuela, and requires that they 
present a passport.41 In practice, given that obtaining an appointment and then a passport  

                                                           
40 Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, “Resolution 2/18: Forced Migration of Venezuelans;” Human 
Rights Watch received information from other experts monitoring the situation with similar findings.  
41 Chilean Foreign Affairs Ministry, “Information on Visa of Democratic Responsibility.” 

 
A Venezuelan mother waits to have her daughter vaccinated at the Colombian border because vaccines are 
not readily available in Venezuela on July 28, 2018. © 2018 Human Rights Watch 
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in Venezuela is extremely difficult and may take up to two years, Chile’s passport 
requirement will effectively close the door to many Venezuelans. 
 
In August 2018, EEcuador, noting that more than 4,200 Venezuelans were entering the 
country daily, declared a humanitarian emergency in three provinces of the country to cope  
 with the influx and provide humanitarian assistance. Days later, however, authorities 
announced that they would require Venezuelans to present a passport to enter the 
country.42 The Ecuadorean government withdrew the measure after a judge ruled against it,  

                                                           
42 “Ecuador declares emergency in three provinces to deal with Venezuelan immigration” (Ecuador declara 
emergencia en 3 provincias para atender migración venezolana), El Telégrafo, August 8, 2018, 
https://www.eltelegrafo.com.ec/noticias/ecuador/1/ecuador-emergencia-migracion-venezolanos (accessed 
August 20, 2018); “Ecuador will restrict the entrance of Venezuelans due to the arrival of 4,000 per day” 
(Ecuador restringirá la entrada de venezolanos por la llegada de 4,000 al día), El País, August 18, 2018, 
https://elpais.com/internacional/2018/08/17/actualidad/1534500798_245140.html  (accessed August 20, 
2018); “Ombudsman office rejects requirement imposed on Venezuelans” (Defensoría rechaza requisito 
impuesto a venezolanos), Vistazo, August 17, 2018, http://www.vistazo.com/seccion/pais/politica-
nacional/defensoria-rechaza-requisito-impuesto-venezolanos (accessed August 18, 2018). 

 
Venezuelans wait for breakfast at a soup kitchen administered by the diocese of Cucuta, Colombia, near the 
Venezuelan border on July 31, 2018. © 2018 Human Rights Watch  
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but also announced it would require Venezuelans without passports to present valid 
certification of their Venezuelan IDs issued by an international or Venezuelan authority 
recognized by Ecuador.43  
 
Similarly, PPeru announced that as of August 25, 2018 it would also require Venezuelans 
entering the country to present a passport; Peruvian authorities claimed they would still 
welcome Venezuelans and justified the measure by arguing that it would allow them to  
 have a better and more controlled migration. After the measure generated a strong 
reaction, Peru’s foreign minister said that Peru would allow Venezuelans to enter with an 
expired passport, that children and older people could enter without passports, and that 
not having a passport would not be an obstacle to seeking asylum.44 Under a recent  

                                                           
43 Ecuadorean Communications Ministry, “Official Press Release” (Comunicado oficial), August 24, 2018, 
https://twitter.com/ComunicacionEc/status/1033135080926011394 (accessed August 28, 2018). 
44 “Foreign minister explains how Venezuelans without a passport will be able to enter the country” (Canciller 
explica cómo podrán ingresar al país los venezolanos sin pasaporte), La República, August 25, 2018, 
https://larepublica.pe/politica/1305015-canciller-explica-podran-ingresar-pais-venezolanos-pasaporte 
(accessed August 28, 2018). 

 
 United Nations High Commissioner for Refugee tents at a shelter for Venezuelans in Boa Vista, Roraima state, 
Brazil on August 26, 2018. © 2018 Human Rights Watch 
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decree, only Venezuelans who enter the country by October 31 can apply for the special 
legal status that exists for Venezuelans.45 
 
States are well within their rights to take rigorous steps to verify the identities and 
nationalities of asylum seekers and others, but under no circumstances should 
Venezuelan asylum seekers be turned away simply for lack of passports or any other 
particular form of identification. Such a result would constitute refoulement and violate 
their obligations under international refugee law. 
 
In 2017, PPanama limited access to the country by imposing a new visa requirement on 
Venezuelans before entering.46 

                                                           
45 “Peru to tighten entry requirements for Venezuelans as migration surges: sources,” Reuters, August 16, 2018, 
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-peru-venezuela/peru-to-tighten-entry-requirements-for-venezuelans-as-
migration-surges-sources-idUSKBN1L205A (accessed August 18, 2018); Image of Presidential Decree 7-2018 
adopted on August 18, 2018, available in tweet by Mitra Taj, August 19, 2018, 
https://twitter.com/mitrataj/status/1031196276292034562 (accessed August 20, 2019); “Interview: Deputy 
Foreign Minister affirms Peru is ordering Venezuelans’ arrival” (Entrevista: vicecanciller afirma que Perú está 
ordenando ingreso de venezolanos). 
46 Panama Embassy in Caracas, “Requirements for Stamped Visa” (Requisitos para visa estampada), n.d., 
http://www.embajadadepanama.com.ve/index.php/consulado/visas/requisitos-para-visa-estampada 
 

 
Members of Venezuela’s Warao indigenous community prepare to go to sleep at a shelter for Venezuelan 
immigrants in Boa Vista, Roraima state, Brazil on August 27, 2018. © 2018 Human Rights Watch 
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In CColombia, which has received by far the largest number of Venezuelan immigrants, the 
government has been adopting a series of measures to provide Venezuelans arriving in the 
country with urgent access to health care and to enroll Venezuelan children in schools. 
Other initiatives in coordination with UN agencies and local groups provide them meals, 
vaccination, and shelter.  
 
In July 2017, the Colombian government created a special permit that allows Venezuelan 
citizens who entered the country legally, but have overstayed their visas, to regularize their 
status and have work permits and access to basic public services.47 Between 2017 and the 
first months of 2018, 180,000 Venezuelans were granted this permit.48 In July 2018, the 
Colombian government adopted a decree granting the more than 400,000 Venezuelan 
irregular immigrants who had registered in a government survey access to basic public 
services and work permits, and regulating their children’s enrollment in schools.49  
 
Many Venezuelans in Colombia who have not registered with the government still have 
irregular status and face an array of difficulties. In May, authorities said that more than 
2,700 Venezuelans had “voluntarily decided to return to their country” to “avoid being 
sanctioned” by Colombian authorities for not having permits to stay.50 Yet credible sources  

                                                           
(accessed August 13, 2018); “Panama will require visas for Venezuelans,” Panama Today, August 22, 2017, 
http://www.panamatoday.com/panama/panama-will-require-visas-venezuelans-5011 (accessed August 14, 
2018). 
47 Colombian Foreign Affairs Ministry, “Foreign Affairs Ministry and Immigration Colombia announce resolution 
to regularize Venezuelans in Colombia” (Cancillería y Migración Colombia anuncian resolución para regularizar 
venezolanos en Colombia), July 28, 2018, 
http://www.migracioncolombia.gov.co/index.php/es/prensa/comunicados/comunicados-2017/julio-
2017/5091-cancilleria-y-migracion-colombia-anuncian-resolucion-para-regularizar-venezolanos-en-colombia 
(accessed August 13, 2018). 
48 Colombian Foreign Affairs Ministry, “Starting today, Venezuelans with special residency permit must update 
their information with Immigration Colombia” (A partir de hoy, venezolanos portadores del PEP deberán 
actualizar sus datos ante Migración Colombia), July 3, 2018, 
http://www.migracioncolombia.gov.co/index.php/es/prensa/comunicados/comunicados-2018/julio-
2018/7714-a-partir-de-hoy-venezolanos-portadores-del-pep-deberan-actualizar-sus-datos-ante-migracion-
colombia (accessed August 13, 2018). 
49 Colombian Presidency, “442.462 Venezuelans identified in the RAMV registry will receive temporary 
residency” (442.462 venezolanos identificados en registro RAMV recibirán regularización temporal), June 13, 
2018, http://es.presidencia.gov.co/noticia/180613-442462-venezolanos-identificados-en-registro-RAMV-
recibiran-regularizacion-temporal (accessed August 13, 2018); Colombian Presidency, Decree 1288, July 25, 
2018, https://veecolombia.wordpress.com/category/decretos-presidenciales/ (accessed August 13, 2018); 
Immigration Colombia, Resolution 2033, August 2, 2018; Colombian Foreign Affairs Ministry, Resolution 6370, 
August 1, 2018 (copies on file at Human Rights Watch). 
50 Colombian Foreign Affairs Ministry, “Nearly 1,000 control procedures carried out by the Special Migration 
Group every month” (Cerca de mil procedimientos de control y verificación adelanta el Grupo Especial 
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who requested anonymity and have been monitoring the situation questioned whether the 
returns were voluntary, telling Human Rights Watch that many Venezuelans had been 
detained, ordered to get in a truck, and driven to the border.51  
 
In 2018, the BBrazilian federal government deployed the armed forces at the border with 
Venezuela to respond to Venezuelan immigration, including to assist in implementing 
Brazil’s humanitarian policies. In cooperation with UN agencies, they have set up a facility 
at the border where Venezuelans can request asylum or a special residency permit, and get 
vaccinations and emergency medical care. In addition, together with UNHCR, the federal  

                                                           
Migratorio (GEM) cada mes), May 10, 2018, 
http://www.migracioncolombia.gov.co/index.php/es/prensa/comunicados/comunicados-2018/mayo-
2018/7269-cerca-de-mil-procedimientos-de-control-y-verificacion-adelanta-el-grupo-especial-migratorio-gem-
cada-mes (accessed August 13, 2018). 
51 Human Rights Watch interviews, names withheld, Bogotá, June 6 and 7, 2018. Similar allegations have been 
reported by the press. See “As Venezuela exodus swells, more migrants face removal,” Associated Press, May 
12, 2018, https://www.apnews.com/6ef899cb6ba54d7ea71de07f0bde23f4 (accessed August 13, 2018).  

 
A group Venezuelan “caminantes” (“walkers”) carry their belongings after leaving the border city of Cucuta, 
Colombia on July 29, 2018. Every day, hundreds of Venezuelans begin the journey on foot towards other 
cities in Colombia, Ecuador, and Peru, looking for a better life. © 2018 Human Rights Watch 
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government opened 10 shelters to house Venezuelans in the northern state of Roraima. At 
time of writing, more than 4,000 Venezuelans were living in these shelters, and two more 
were under construction. An ongoing program to move Venezuelans to other parts of the 
country has been slowly implemented; as of August 28, 2018, only 820 Venezuelans had 
resettled elsewhere in Brazil.52 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
52 Human Rights Watch interview with Armed Forces personnel deployed in Pacaraima, Pacaraima, August 25, 
2018; Human Rights Watch interview with UNHCR staff, Boa Vista, August 24, 2018. 

 
Venezuelan “caminantes” (walkers) stop for a short rest at a Colombian Red Cross station, where they 
receive water and snacks, on July 29, 2018. Every day, hundreds of Venezuelans begin the journey on foot 
towards other cities in Colombia, Ecuador, and Peru, looking for a better life. © 2018 Human Rights Watch 
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The Venezuelan Walkers 
 

More than 200 Venezuelans set out on foot from the Colombian-Venezuelan border each day 
to try to reach their final destination, either other cities in Colombia or other countries in the 
region.  
 
Human Rights Watch interviewed several Venezuelans walking by the side of the road, 
including women and children. For example, 25-year-old Rosa Márquez (pseudonym), who was 
walking with her 6-year-old daughter, said she had left Maracay, her home town in Venezuela, 
because she could not afford enough food to feed her family or medicines to treat her 
daughter’s kidney stones. They traveled through Venezuela by bus for hours and crossed the 
border into Colombia heading for Medellín, where the girl’s father was waiting for them. But 
without legal papers to stay in Colombia, they were unable to purchase a bus ticket and 
decided to walk to a town from where they would travel to Medellín. The hike through the hills 
to that town, including areas with freezing temperatures, takes more than 47 hours on foot.53  
 
A survey conducted in July by the United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian 
Affairs found that the Venezuelans who leave on foot walk an average of 16 hours per day and 
expected to walk for about 13 days. Many walk because they have no legal papers, while many 
others cannot afford a bus ticket. Few had enough resources to cover their journeys, many 

were not getting enough to eat, and more than 90 percent were sleeping in the streets.54  
 
The Colombian Red Cross has set up tents in a few places on the side of the road. In one of 
them, an average of 80 Venezuelans a day stop to drink water, eat crackers, rest, and make 

phone calls, a volunteer said.55 

 
 
 

                                                           
53 Human Rights Watch interview with Rosa Márquez (pseudonym), North of Santander, July 29, 2018. 
54 United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs, “Report on the humanitarian situation of 
Venezuelan migrants walking through the North of Santander” (Informe de la situación humanitarian de los 
migrantes venezolanos en tránsito peatonal en Norte de Santander), n.d. (copy on file at Human Rights Watch). 
55 Human Rights Watch interview with Colombian Red Cross volunteer, North of Santander, July 29, 2018. 
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The Caribbean 
In the Caribbean, where several governments have close ties to, and are economically 
dependent on, the Venezuelan government, no country has officially adopted a special 
permit for Venezuelans to legally stay and most of the countries do not have laws to 
regulate the asylum-seeking process. Venezuelan immigration has had a particularly 
strong impact on the southern Caribbean islands of Trinidad and Tobago, Aruba, and 
Curaçao, given their geographic proximity to Venezuela, their smaller size, and limited 
capacity to absorb immigrants. 56  
 
Some of the major problems Venezuelans face in the Caribbean include: 

• Trinidad and Tobago: There is no legal framework to regulate the asylum-seeking 
procedure or to govern the rights of refugees. The government issued a refugee 
policy in 2014 that is still in the process of being implemented. Approximately 
4,000 of the estimated 40,000 Venezuelans on the island had sought asylum as of 
August 2018.57  
 
A local nongovernmental organization called Living Water Community serves as a 
point of contact for asylum seekers on behalf of UNHCR. All asylum seekers and 
refugees are issued a UNHCR certificate denoting their status. Certificate holders 
are legally able to stay in the country, but they are not allowed to work. 
 
Although Venezuelans had previously been able to get health care and enroll their 
children in primary school, Human Rights Watch has received credible reports from 
multiple sources that requested anonymity that local authorities have disregarded 
UNHCR-issued certificates, detaining people with asylum-seeker certificates. In 
April, in what appears to have been an isolated incident, 82 Venezuelans, 
including some UNHCR certificate-holders and others who had declared an 
intention to apply for refugee status, were returned by immigration authorities to 
Venezuela.58 

                                                           
56 Unless noted otherwise, the information in this section is based on Human Rights Watch interviews in June, 
July and August 2018 with experts with knowledge of conditions in the respective countries; all of the experts 
asked to remain anonymous.  
57 UNHCR, “Venezuela situation portal.” 
58 UNHCR, “UNHCR regret at deportations of Venezuelans from Trinidad and Tobago,” April 23, 2018, 
http://www.unhcr.org/news/press/2018/4/5addb65d4/unhcr-regret-deportations-venezuelans-trinidad-
tobago.html (accessed August 13, 2018). 
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• Curaçao: In July 2017, the government stated publicly that it had taken over 

responsibility from the UNHCR for registering asylum seekers and issuing asylum-
seeker certificates. To the best of our knowledge, however, the Curaçao 
government has not issued a single certificate since then, even though hundreds of 
Venezuelans have requested an interview to seek asylum in Curaçao.  
 
Although Curaçao is not bound by the 1951 Convention or its 1967 Protocol, as a 
constituent country of The Netherlands, Curaçao is bound by the European 
Convention of Human Rights (ECHR). Article 3 of the ECHR prevents refoulement in 
cases of torture or inhumane treatment, including some cases of lack of access to 
health care. The government of The Netherlands is answerable for violations of the 
ECHR that occur in Curaçao, including any deportations that violate the 
nonrefoulement provisions of Article 3. 
 
Human Rights Watch has received credible reports from several sources who 
requested anonymity that government authorities are actively conducting 
immigration raids, verbally and physically harassing Venezuelans, and detaining 
Venezuelans for indefinite periods in inhumane conditions and without access to 
legal counsel. They also report that authorities have deported some Venezuelans 

                                                           
59 Human Rights Watch interviews via messaging service with a witness to the detention who also attended the 
judicial hearing and a family member, July – August 2018; copy of González Herrera’s asylum-certificate on file 
at Human Rights Watch. 

On April 9, 2018, uniformed policemen conducted a raid at the port of entry in San 
Fernando, and detained Isabel Gabriela González Herrera. González Herrera, a 
Venezuelan national who had arrived in Trinidad and Tobago a month earlier, was there 
to deliver a bag with food to Venezuelans who would take it to her 4-year-old son in 
Venezuela, according to a witness who spoke to Human Rights Watch. She was taken to 
a police station, where an immigration officer asked her for evidence of her legal status 
in the country. Since she did not have any, she was detained. On May 12, González 
Herrera was taken before an immigration judge, who sentenced her to one year in 
detention and to pay 18.000 Trinidad and Tobago dollars (approximately 2,700 US 
dollars), despite the fact she had a UNHCR-issued asylum certificate. González Herrera 

is being held at a maximum-security prison at time of writing.59 
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who attempt to seek asylum, including those whose claims may qualify for 
protection under Article 3 of the ECHR, and have pressured detained parents to 
inform the authorities of the whereabouts of their children so they can be deported 
together. 
 
These sources also said Venezuelan children are legally allowed to go to school in 
Curaçao, but they face practical barriers for enrollment and some fear going to 
school given that authorities have conducted raids to take children away from 
schools. 
 

 
• Aruba: Venezuelans are entitled to seek asylum and asylum seekers registered 

with the government can get a work permit and work legally. The children of asylum 
seekers can enroll in school, although there are some concerns about 
discrimination and their enrollment is conditioned on having health insurance, 
which is expensive. Venezuelans in Aruba–also a constituent country of The 
Netherlands–could qualify for international protection as refugees under the 1967 
Protocol of the 1951 Convention (to which Aruba has acceded) and are protected 

                                                           
60 Human Rights Watch telephone interview with Santiago Hernández’s lawyer, August 25, 2018 and online 
messaging system, August 27, 2018; copy of Hernández’s asylum claim on file at Human Rights Watch. 

Nineteen-year-old Santiago Hernández (pseudonym) deserted from the Venezuelan Army 
after witnessing abuses by army personnel. On August 17, 2018, he left Venezuela by a 
boat, heading to Curaçao, fearing reprisals for deserting and having witnessed the 
abuses. That night, Curaçaoan authorities arrested him in territorial waters, allegedly for 
illegal entry. Hernández told authorities that he wanted to apply for asylum, but they 
refused to listen and detained him. In immigration detention, he tried to request asylum 
again, but guards told him to call the Venezuelan consulate instead. He surreptitiously 
managed to get his hands on a cellphone and called a lawyer, who filed an asylum 
application on his behalf on August 21, according to documentation reviewed by Human 
Rights Watch. His lawyer told Human Rights Watch that Hernández was questioned for 
two days, and on August 27 immigration authorities asked him to sign documents in 
Dutch, which he did not understand. Hernández remains in immigration detention in 

Curaçao at time of writing.60 
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from refoulement under Article 3 of the ECHR.  
 

• Guyana: An estimated 15,000 Venezuelans are living in the country with a greater 
number going back and forth to Venezuela. Venezuelans in Guyana have access to 
public health care, which is one of the main reasons people go in and out of the 
country, and children for the most part can attend school, although some face 
barriers because they do not speak English. The Guyanese government has granted 
Venezuelans ad-hoc permits to stay for three-month periods and said it would 
ratify international refugee instruments, but there is no existing refugee policy or 
law, nor any other legal framework that provides clarity about legal options for 
Venezuelans to seek asylum or to live in the country. 
 

• Dominican Republic: Although the country has a law to regulate the asylum 
process, several Venezuelans from a group that provides support to Venezuelan 
immigrants and asylum seekers in the country told Human Rights Watch that, in 
practice, it is difficult for them to apply. The obstacles include the short 15-day 
period after arriving in the country to submit the petition, the requirement to 
submit it in the capital, and a requirement for documentation that they do not 
have, they said. 
Human Rights Watch has also received credible reports by several sources who 
requested anonymity of arrests of people who “look Venezuelan” and of 
deportations that lack due process and proper evaluation of protection needs. 
Venezuelan detainees do not have access to legal counsel, have no right to legally 
challenge their detentions, and are indefinitely detained until the Dominican 
Republic government deports them or the detainee pays for their ticket, credible 
sources told Human Rights Watch. Neither UNHCR nor nongovernmental groups are 
allowed in the detention center where they are being held, which limits their ability 
to monitor their situation and provide support.  

 
Human Rights Watch has also received credible reports that Venezuelans are taking 
dangerous journeys to travel to south Caribbean islands, which are just a short boat ride 
away from continental Venezuela, leading to shipwrecks and deaths at sea.61 In January 

                                                           
61 See also “They be pirates. An old scourge is reappearing in the Caribbean,” The Washington Post, August 12, 
2018, https://www.washingtonpost.com/graphics/2018/world/pirates-return-to-the-
caribbean/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.be52877c7069 (accessed August 14, 2018). 
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2018, there were the first confirmed cases of Venezuelans dying at sea when attempting to 
reach Curaçao, with body parts washing up on shore. The willingness to risk dangerous 
trips often arises in refugee situations when legal pathways are blocked; Venezuelans 
have encountered obstacles to orderly and legal entry and stay in these islands. 
 

United States and Spain 
In the  United States, Venezuelans have become the leading nationality requesting 
asylum. There are more than 72,000 Venezuelan asylum seekers in the United States as of 
June 2018.62 Between 2011 and 2016, Venezuelans were denied asylum at a rate of 46.4 
percent, which is 3.4 percent lower than the denial rate for asylum applicants of all 
nationalities (49.8 percent) during that same time period.63 Human Rights Watch has not 
been able to obtain more recent statistics on the denial rates for asylum applications filed 
by Venezuelans. 
A total of over 26,000 Venezuelans are asylum seekers in Spain.64 Venezuelans are the 
leading nationality in asylum requests in SSpain. Yet only 1 percent of Venezuelans seeking 
asylum there obtained protection, according to the Spanish Commission to Help Refugees.65  
 
These low rates of granting refugee status raise questions as to whether authorities, 
including immigration judges, are considering all the causes that may justify Venezuelans’ 
fear to return home as legitimate reasons to grant asylum.   

                                                           
62 UNHCR, “Venezuela situation portal;” See also US Department of Homeland Security, “Refugees and 
Asylees,” n.d., https://www.dhs.gov/immigration-statistics/refugees-asylees (accessed August 14, 2018); 
USCIS, “Leading Nationalities for Asylum Applications Filed with USCIS, March 2018,” 
https://www.uscis.gov/sites/default/files/USCIS/Outreach/Notes%20from%20Previous%20Engagements/PE
D_AsylumOfficeWorkloadMarch2018.pdf (accessed August 13, 2018). 
63 Transactional Records Clearinghouse, “Continued Rise in Asylum Denial Rates: 
Impact of Representation and Nationality,” Table 4, http://trac.syr.edu/immigration/reports/448/ (accessed 
August 8, 2018).
64 UNHCR, “Venezuela situation portal.” 
65 Spanish Commission to Help Refugees, “15 Revealing Facts about Refugees” (15 reveladores datos sobre las 
personas refugiadas), June 18, 2018, https://www.cear.es/15-datos-sobre-las-personas-refugiadas/ (accessed 
August 13, 2018). 
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Recommendations 

 
To effectively protect the rights of Venezuelans fleeing their country, states should ensure 
careful, individualized consideration of all asylum claims. In doing so, they should 
consider recent recommendations issued by UNHCR and the Inter-American Commission 
on Human Rights.  
 
In line with recommendations by both bodies, states should also consider adopting other 
legal mechanisms to afford protection and legal status to Venezuelans who may not 
qualify for refugee status under domestic law but would face severe hardship if returned to 
Venezuela and are in urgent need of humanitarian assistance in the countries to which 
they have migrated. 
 
Specifically, given the scale and complexity of Venezuelan migration within the region, 
governments should come together to adopt a collective and concerted response to it. In 
particular, governments should consider adopting: 

• A region-wide temporary protection regime that would grant all Venezuelans legal 
status for a fixed period of time, at least pending adjudication of their individual 
claims for protection; and 

• A regional mechanism to distribute both financial costs, and the actual hosting of 
Venezuelans fleeing their country, on an equitable basis. 

 
Governments that have adopted new measures requiring Venezuelans to present valid 
passports in order to seek certain kinds of lawful immigration status should immediately 
take care to ensure that this in no way prevents Venezuelans who lack those documents 
from seeking refugee status. In general, and in light of the difficulties many Venezuelans 
face in obtaining passports, governments should consider whether there are more flexible 
means of verifying the identities and nationalities of Venezuelans seeking entry. 
 
Governments should also look for alternatives to detention for asylum seekers, prevent 
arbitrary or prolonged detention in cases where detention is utilized, which should be a 
measure of last resort, and allow international organizations and nongovernmental groups 
access to immigration detention centers to monitor detention conditions and ensure 
access to protection.  
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Finally, the Kingdom of The Netherlands should ensure that treatment of Venezuelans in 
Curaçao and Aruba complies with its international obligations, including the 
nonrefoulement provision in the European Convention on Human Rights. 
 
In addition, it is critical to continue pursuing multilateral strategies to address the root 
causes that lead so many Venezuelans to flee their country. These should include adopting 
and enforcing targeted sanctions such as asset freezes and cancelling visas against key 
Venezuelan officials implicated in serious human rights abuses, and pushing for 
accountability for human rights violations. Such sanctions do not have a generalized 
impact on the population and do not exacerbate the humanitarian situation of 
Venezuelans.  
 
At the UN Human Rights Council’s 38th session in June 2018, Peru delivered a statement on 
behalf of a cross-regional group of 53 countries, expressing concern about the human 
rights and humanitarian crisis in Venezuela, and calling for continued reporting by the UN 
High Commissioner for Human Rights. At the Council’s upcoming 39th session in 
September, members of the Lima Group should present, and the Council should adopt, a 
resolution mandating reporting by the High Commissioner’s Office on the human rights 
situation in Venezuela, and presentation and discussion of these reports at the Council.
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A Noteworthy Parallel: Zimbabwe 

 
While every situation is distinct, there are some noteworthy parallels between 
this Venezuelan exodus and a similar flight of Zimbabweans in the 2000s. 
 
As detailed in Human Rights Watch’s 2008 report “Neighbors in Need: Zimbabweans 
Seeking Refuge in South Africa,” an economic collapse caused 
by harmful government policies of President Robert Mugabe’s ZANU-PF party, together 
with an oppressive response to political opposition, led hundreds of thousands of 
Zimbabweans to escape to neighboring countries.66   
 
These combined economic and political factors compelled many Zimbabweans to leave 
the country, predominately to South Africa but also to Botswana, Mozambique, and 
Zambia. Between 1 and 1.5 million Zimbabweans were in South Africa by the beginning of 
2008. Almost all entered and remained without documentation. The reasons Zimbabweans 
fled were mixed. Some Zimbabweans feared persecution due to their real or imputed 
political opposition to ZANU-PF rule, while others were forced to leave due to poor 
economic conditions that left them destitute. Those interviewed at the time of the 2008 
Human Rights Watch report stated that, much like Venezuelans today, they had no 
intention to return to Zimbabwe while it was in crisis. 
 
At the time, Human Rights Watch argued that most of these Zimbabweans fulfilled either 
the 1951 Refugee Convention definition or the wider definition in the Africa 
Refugee Convention, which, like the Cartagena Declaration in Latin America, recognizes as 
refugees people who flee events seriously disturbing public order, among other reasons, 
but for practical reasons recommended that the most realistic and effective remedy would 
be for South Africa to adopt a “temporary immigration exemption status for 
Zimbabweans.” Such a status, Human Rights Watch argued, would temporarily regularize 
the status of all Zimbabweans present in South Africa for a reviewable period of time, 
provide for an end to deportations of Zimbabweans, and provide all Zimbabweans in South 
Africa with the right to work during that period.  

                                                           
66 Human Rights Watch, Neighbors in Need: Zimbabweans Seeking Refuge in South Africa, June 2008, 
https://www.hrw.org/reports/2008/southafrica0608/ (accessed August 13, 2018). 
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Although it took several months, in 2009 the South African government responded to 
the high numbers of Zimbabweans that had entered the country by issuing a “special 
dispensation permit” to Zimbabweans in the country, a visa process that has continued in 
various iterations until today.   
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Colombian police officers stand in front of
people queueing to try to cross into Colombia
from Venezuela through the Simon Bolivar
international bridge in Cucuta, Colombia.
January 24, 2018. 
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The massive emigration of Venezuelans has generated the largest migration crisis of its kind in recent Latin American history. 

The Venezuelan Exodus provides an overview of where the more than 2.3 million Venezuelans who have left the country since 2014 are
now living, the conditions they face, their prospects of obtaining legal status in host countries, and applicable international standards
that should guide host governments’ response.

The political, economic, human rights, and humanitarian crisis in Venezuela creates a mix of factors that cause Venezuelans to leave
and makes them unable or unwilling to return. Some of these factors alone may qualify a person for refugee status, while for some
others the cumulative impact of various factors could generate a valid claim for refugee status. Others fleeing Venezuela may not be
refugees but would face severe hardship if returned to Venezuela and are in urgent need of humanitarian assistance in the countries
to which they have migrated.

Many governments have made considerable efforts to welcome Venezuelans. Recently, however, some governments have been shifting
to a harder line, making it more difficult for Venezuelans to apply for legal status.

Hundreds of thousands of Venezuelans remain in an irregular situation, which severely undermines their ability to obtain a work permit,
send their children to school, and access health care. This makes them more vulnerable to exploitation and abuse.

An approach consistent with human rights requires treating Venezuelan immigrants humanely. Governments should carefully consider
claims of all Venezuelans who apply for refugee status and consider adopting measures to offer legal status to other Venezuelans
fleeing the crisis. They should also provide humanitarian assistance to Venezuelans who need it and carry out awareness campaigns
to fight discrimination and xenophobia.
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